
Futurism EndPoint Secure :  
powered by IBM MaaS360 with Watson

Gain better visibility and control over all your endpoints with IBM Maas360  

 

Explore the power of “IBM MaaS360 with Watson” with “Futurism EndPoint Secure”, a Managed MDM/UEM Security Service offering from 

Futurism Technologies, IBM’s Global Security Solutions Business Partner. 

 

Futurism EndPoint Secure leverages a Zero-Trust Security Framework using IBM MaaS360 with Watson AI bringing together a range of 

elements to help you manage apps, devices and content and offers uni�ed endpoint management, AI-driven threat intelligence and insights, 

real-time reporting and context related security analytics.
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 This is where Futurism EndPoint Secure comes in!   

Futurism EndPoint Secure is a next-gen managed security 

offering powered by IBM MaaS360 that uses a Zero-Trust 

Security approach aimed at delivering a competitive edge when 

it comes to endpoint security and mobile device management. 

Reach out to us at +1 (732) 790-2938 or drop us a note here for 

a FREE consultation.

 Our capabilities: 

 Zero-Trust Security Framework (IBM Maas360) 

Confronted with the challenges of dealing with an ever-increasing 

mobile workplace, businesses �nd it difficult to strike the right balance 

between empowering a mobile workforce and help them become 

more productive whilst safeguarding sensitive business information 

from potential threats. Also, many companies don’ t have the staff and 

skills to manage policy and security on endpoints.

 Did you know?  
 
In a recent survey, 2/3rd of the organizations surveyed reported incidents of data breaches on mobile devices that 
provide access to sensitive company data. 
 
In another survey, it was found that only half of these businesses had a robust mobile device management and 
security policy in place.  

 Security Challenges: 

Developed with IBM, EndPoint Secure is a uni�ed endpoint 

management solution delivered as a managed security service. 

EndPoint Secure manages endpoint policies and security threats for all 

your company endpoints including desktops, mobile phones, tablets, 

wearables and IoT devices.   

 

Futurism EndPoint Secure gives you better visibility and control of your 

devices and data. EndPoint Secure curbs the costs and complexities 

that accompany standalone mobile security solutions and require 

additional management infrastructure.  

 

EndPoint Secure leverages IBM Watson technology and integrates 

multiple layers of data protection to safeguard your business 

information irrespective of wherever it sits or goes. We leverage a Zero-

Trust Security Framework for encryption enforcement, password 

enforcement, and remote access/lock to secure your data round the 

clock. 

 Risk and threat analysis with IBM Watson cognitive technology 

     and IBM X-Force threat intelligence 

 Fully encrypted container to protect corporate data including 

     email, web browsing and application data 

 Mobile security index  

 Identity and access management (IAM)  

 Application management  

 Detailed security settings on all your business owned devices 

 Location tracking for device theft 

 Remote security features (password enforcement, lock and wipe, 

     etc.) 

 Multiple devices and OS support (iOS, Android, Microsoft 

      Windows devices and tablets, etc.) 

 24/7 Security Operations Centre 

 Mobile application management (MAM) and mobile device 

     management (MDM) 

   Cloud identity management  

 Real-time reporting and analytics 

 Centralized management console for all your endpoints  

 Key Bene�ts 

 Gain better control and visibility over all your endpoints   

     including mobile devices, applications, documents,  

     connected IoT devices 

 Automate encryption and password enforcement  

 On-demand remote access  

 Reduced deployment, security and IT related costs 

 Better compliance 

 Full compliance (HIPAA, ISO 27001 Certi�ed, FISMA, 

      NIST, FedRAMP, and many more) 

 Reduced OPEX with centralized control of all endpoints  

 Centralized policy creation and enforcement ability 

     across single 

 Optimal device con�guration and threat analysis  

 Assured device protection powered by IBM Watson 

 Uni�ed console for centralized threat and data loss 

     protection (DLP) management 
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